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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	

area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet,	the	Project	Data	sheet,	and	the	representative	photo	will	be	sent	to	the	Committee	in	advance	as	the	Project Overview.

Project	Name

Address	 City/State/ZIP

1.	Give	a	brief	overview	of	the	project.

	

2.	Why	does	the	project	merit	the	Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ?	(You	may	wish	to	consider	such	factors	as:	effect	on	the	urban	environment;	
innovative	or	unique	approaches	to	any	aspect	of	project	development;	new	and	creative	approaches	to	urban	issues;	design	quality.)

PROJECT	AT-A-GLANCE
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PROJECT	DESCRIPTION
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	
area	provided	on	the	original	form.

1.		Describe	the	underlying	values	and	goals	of	the	project.	What,	if	any,	signifcant	trade-offs	were	required	to	implement	the	project?

2.		Briefly	describe	the	project’s	urban	context.	How	has	the	project	impacted	the	local	community?	Who	does	the	project	serve?	
						How	many	people	are	served	by	the	project?

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.
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3.	Describe	the	key	elements	of	the	development	process,	including	community	participation	where	appropriate.

5.		Is	the	project	unique	and/or	does	it	address	significant	urban	issues?	Is	the	model	adaptable	to	other	urban	settings?

PROJECT	DESCRIPTION	(CONT’D)

4.	Describe	the	financing	of	the	project.	Please	include	all	funding	sources	and	square	foot	costs	where	applicable.
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Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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Approximately 400 words.































































Urban Context 

 

Bethlehem, Penn. (population 75,000) Municipal Plan. The former Bethlehem Steel Plant – 
shaded in yellow -- occupies 1,800 acres (20 percent of the city). Within the former plant, the 
9.5-acre SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus – shaded in red -- is located at the western end of 
the brownfield and is part of a 126-acre parcel – Bethlehem Works—that includes an 
exceptional collection of historically significant industrial structures. (Map courtesy Bethlehem 
Redevelopment Authority) 

 

Bethlehem Works. The 126 acres comprising Bethlehem Works is anchored in the west by the 
SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus (identified in this aerial photograph by the campus’ 21st 
Century Plaza) and in the east by the Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem. The Lehigh River and East 
3rd Street form the district’s north and south boundaries. East 3rd Street is an established 
commercial corridor for the South Side neighborhood. The neighborhood begins on East 3rd 
Street and climbs up the hillside leading to Lehigh University. The city’s municipal center is on 
the north bank of the river labeled above as Downtown Bethlehem.  (Map courtesy WRT) 
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SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus 

 

The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus site plan. The 9.5-acre campus is sited in the oldest 
and most historically signficant section of the former Bethlehem Steel plant. A partnership that 
includes the Bethlehem Redevelopment Authority, the city, two nonprofit organizations, and 
the private developers behind the larger 126-acre Bethlehem Works redeveloped the campus 
site into a thriving civic space. The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus sits at the base of five 
20-story-tall blast furnaces (steel stacks) that form a dramatic architectural backdrop to the 
campus. The campus comprises three new buildings, two historic buildings, and a varitey of 
flexible, outdoor public spaces that are programmed throughout the year with cultural and 
entertainment events. (Plan courtesy WRT) 

 

Before and after redevelopment. The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus site before 
redevelopment (left) and in 2013 (right) when 93% of the redevelopment is complete. (Photo 
courtesy Bethlehem Redevelopment Authority)  
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SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus 

 

Northeast corner of the campus at twilight. An audience drawn from the City of Bethlehm,  the 
Lehigh Valley, and beyond gather in the Amphitheater Lawn for a free outdoor concert at the 
Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks. Blast furnaces (steel stacks) are illuminated in the background. In this 
photograph, the Bethlehem Visitor Center (the restored 1863 Stock House) is at the left of the 
furnaces. (Photo: Jeffery Totaro, courtesy WRT) 

 

A cheering audience enjoys a musical act performing on a campus plaza north of the 
Bethlehem Visitor Center.  Spectators in the foreground watch the concert while standing in a 
flexible parking lot designed to accommodate large events. In the background, other members 
of the audience are in temporary stadium seating erected on the parking surface. (Photo 
courtesy The Morning Call) 
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Campus Places: Bethlehem Visitor Center 

 

West wall of the former Stock House before restoration (above left).  The Stock House is one of 
five buildings constructed in 1863 to form the original Bethlehem Iron Company, which 
eventually became the Bethlehem Steel Corp., an American industrial powerhouse in the 20th 
century.  It is the only original building that remains, though much of it was demolished in 1907 
and replaced with the Hoover-Mason Trestle. (Photo courtesy Bethlehem Redevelopment 
Authority) 

Restored and adapted Stock House, now the Bethlehem Visitor Center (above right). The 
restoration was completed in compliance with the U.S. Secretary of Interior’s Standards for 
Restoration and Rehabilitation. An addition at the north side of the historic building encloses an 
entrance lobby, elevator, and stairway that connect the ground level of the historic structure to 
the newly created mezzanine level.  (Photo courtesy USA Architects) 

 

West and south walls of the Stock House before restoration and adaptation as the Bethlehem 
Visitor Center (above left). (Photo courtesy Bethlehem Redevelopment Authority) 

South wall of the Bethlehem Visitor Center after restoration (above right).The ground level of 
the Bethlehem Visitor Center is open to the public year round. The space includes drinking-
water fountains; public restrooms with 50 toilets for large crowds attending campus events; and 
an exhibition area with information about the history of the site and regional attractions. (Photo 
courtesy USA Architects)
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Campus Places: Bethlehem Visitor Center 

 

Bethlehem Visitor Center interior. ArtsQuest, the nonprofit organization that programs most of 
the events hosted on the campus, has offices on the mezzanine level of the Bethlehem Visitor 
Center (above left). Above right, ground level with the exhibition area at right and a video 
theater at the end of the corridor. (Photos courtesy USA Architects) 

 

Reception desk and exhibition area. Discover Lehigh Valley, a nonprofit organization that 
promotes regional attractions and services provides visitor information at the reception desk 
(above left). A visitor learns about early 20th century steel-making  at an electric kiosk (above 
right) in the exhibition area. (Photos courtesy USA Architects) 
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Campus Places: Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks 

 

The Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks. The shell for the performance stage is formed with perferated 
stainless-steel panels. Above left, East 1st Street is in the foreground, a segment of the Hoover-
Mason Trestle is behind the pavilion and in front of a blast furnace in the background. The 
former rail trestle is being restored and adapted as an elevated park. Above right, steel plates in 
the foreground form retaining walls that support  the bowl shape of the Amphitheater Lawn. 
(Photos courtesy WRT) 
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Campus Places: Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks 

 

 

Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks and Amphitheater Lawn during a summer concert. Annual pavilion 
events during the spring, summer, and fall include a minimum of 50 free, family-friendly 
concerts to an Amphitheater Lawn that accommodates 2,500 spectators. Year round, cultural 
and entertainment events on the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus attract over a million 
visits. (Photos: Paul Warchol, courtesy WRT) 
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Campus Places: Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks 

 

Backstage at the Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks. A service roadway behind the pavilion enables 
truck-delivery of staging and equipment. (Photo: Paul Warchol, courtesy WRT) 

 

The Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks and Amphitheater Lawn.  (Photo: Jeffrey Totaro, courtesy WRT) 
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Campus Places: Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks 

 

Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks event. An audience on the Amphitheater Lawn enjoys a musical act 
on the stage of the Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks. Altogether, the campus hosts more than 500 live 
music and dance performances annually. (Photo courtesy ArtsQuest) 
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Campus Places: Amphitheater Lawn, Picnic Grove, and 
      Playground 

 

Amphitheater Lawn. The bowl-shaded Amphitheater Lawn is part of the Levitt Pavilion 
SteelStacks. It provides a welcome public green space at the heart of the campus. The PBS39 
Building is in the background. (Photo courtesy WRT) 

 

Picnic Grove and Playground. Adjacent to the Amphitheater Lawn, the Picnic Grove and 
Playground are activity areas connected by grassy mounds. The mounds add a measure of 
enclosure that brings intimacy to the playground and picnic area, while their lush surface 
presents a surprising counterpoint to the industrial grit of the Hoover-Mason Trestle and blast 
furnaces.  (Phot courtesy WRT) 
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Campus Places: 21st Century Plaza 

 

The 21st Century Plaza. When East 1st Street in the campus is closed to vehicular traffic, campus 
paving and grade design allow two smaller plazas – the PBS39 Plaza and the ArtsQuest Plaza – to 
combine with the street and sidewalks to form a public space that accommodates large crowds. 
Above, spectators watch a live broadcast of the 2014 FIFA World Cup in the 21st Century Plaza. 
The game appeared on giant LED screens mounted in two locations: Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks 
and the PBS39 Plaza in front of the PBS39 Building. ArtsQuest organized two public views of FIFA 
games; each broadcast drew 8,000 spectators to the campus. (Photos Dave Saba) 
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Campus Places: ArtsQuest Center 

 

Performance in the ArtsQuest Plaza. Blast furnaces are reflected in the glass curtain wall of the 
ArtsQuest Center. Here, an audience in the ArtsQuest Plaza watches a performance on a 
temporary stage. (Photo: Paul Warchol, courtesy Spillman Farmer Architects) 
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Campus Places: ArtsQuest Center 

 

North facade of the ArtsQuest Center with its upper-level balcony and glass curtain wall 
overlooking the campus open space, Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks, and blast furnaces.  The 6,700 
sq. ft. building is owned and operated by ArtsQuest, a nonprofit organization that sponsors 
cultural and entertainment events throughout the City of Bethlehem. The owners of the 
Bethlehem Works parcel deeded ArtsQuest the land for the building within the SteelStacks Arts 
and Cultural Campus. Construction of the building was funded through a combination of public 
funding, philanthropic support, and conventional commercial financing. (Photo: Paul Warchol, 
courtesy Spillman Farmer Architects) 
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Campus Places: ArtsQuest Center 

 

A stairway connecting the ground level to an open, muti-functioning café space on the second 
floor. (Photo: Paul Warchol courtesy Spillman Farmer Architects) 
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Campus Places: ArtsQuest Center 

 

 

The second floor café. The café area offers food and beverage service. A mezzanine-level 
balcony overlooks it. The top illustration shows a music performance in front of the building’s 
glass wall overlooking the iconic blast furnaces. The bottom illustration shows audience 
members seated at both the mezzanine balcony and main café levels. (Photos: Paul Warchol 
courtesy Spillman Farmer Architects)  
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Campus Places: ArtsQuest Center 

 

Cinema theater. There are two cinema theaters in the ArtsQuest Center, both show 
independently produced films year-round. In this photograph, a cinema theater is being used for 
a live music performance during ArtsQuest’s annual 10-day summer music festival, Musikfest. 
(Photo courtesy ArtsQuest) 
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Campus Places: ArtsQuest Center 

 

I do. A broad range of events are attracted to the setting and services provided by the ArtsQuest 
Center, including: job fairs; symposiums; health fairs; and private events, such as weddings. 
(Photo courtesy ArtsQuest). 
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Campus Places: PBS39 Building 

 

A foot race along East 1st Street. The race is part of a family-oriented event sponsored by PBS39. 
PBS39 is the Lehigh Valley affiliate of the Public Broadcasting Service. Like the ArtsQuest Center, 
the PBS39 Building on the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus was built on land deeded to 
PBS39 by the Bethlehem Works developers. The construction of the building was financed 
through a combination of public, philanthropic, and commercial funds. The plaza in front of the 
building – like the plaza in front of the ArtsQuest Center -- was developed with TIF funding 
administered by the Bethlehem Redevelopment Authority. (Photo courtesy PBS39) 
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Campus Places: PBS39 Building 

 

Television studio. A live audience watches the filming of a television program produced in one 
of two television studios in the PBS39 Building. (Photo courtesy PBS39) 

 

Building entrance. The entrance area of the PBS39 Building is part of a network of public spaces 
within the building that host special events related to the organization’s educational mission. 
(Photo courtesy PBS39) 
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Campus Places: East 1st Street 

 

 

East 1st Street. The street was closed to the public when the site was aa active steel plant. East 
1st Street today runs through the campus and by virtue of its paving design, blends with 
adjoining plazas. The street is closed to vehicular traffic for special events and combines with 
other paved public space to form the 21st Century Plaza. The sculpture, “The Bridge,” 
cantilevering over the street, is one of five site-specific art works commissioned for the campus. 
The Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks and its amphitheater is to the right, the ArtsQuest Center is at the 
left. (Photo Paul Warchol, courtesy WRT) 

 

Then and now.  While a private industry, the steel plant site was closed to the public (above left, 
early 20th century view of the plant). Today (above right) the site is a public space that blends 
the heritage of smokestack industry with a 21st century place-based culture and economy.  
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Campus Places: Hoover-Mason Trestle 

The Hoover-Mason Trestle was built by the Bethlehem Steel Corp. in 1907 to carry ore and fuel 
from storage yards east of the blast furnaces to the furnaces themselves – a distance of 
approximately half a mile. Today, the trestle forms the northern edge of the Bethlehem Works 
redevelopment parcel.   

To strengthen pedestrian connections across the 126-arce Bethlehem Works redevelopment 
zone, the Bethlehem Redevelopment Authority is restoring the Hoover-Mason Trestle and 
adapting it for use as a 36-ft.-above-ground linear park.  The Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem is 
at the east end of the trestle; the western terminus of the trestle is deep within the SteelStacks 
Arts and Cultural Campus where stairs and an elevator connect the ground level to the elevated 
park. Completion of trestle restoration and adaptation is scheduled for winter, 2015. 

 

Adapted trestle’s integration within the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus. Plan at left 
illustrates the Hoover-Mason Trestle adaption where it enters the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural 
Campus. Above right: rendering illustrating the stairs and an elevator tower that connect the 
elevated park to ground-level public space in the campus. (Drawings courtesy WRT)  

 

Elevated park renderings. The elevated linear park built on the former Hoover-Mason Trestle 
will incorporate interpretive signage that describes the material and social history of the former 
plant and surrounding communities. (Drawings courtesy WRT) 
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Campus Places: Festival Center 

The Bethlehem Steel Corp. built the Turn and Grid Shop at the beginning of the 20th century. 
ArtsQuest will restore the building to U.S. Department of the Interior Standards for Historic 
Preservation and adapt it for new use within the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus as the 
Festival Center. 

In the adaptation, the open space of the industrial shed will remain largely unchanged, and will 
support a variety of functions including sculpture exhibitions, temporary markets (including 
farmers’ markets and craft fairs), and hospitality events. 

Architectural design is complete. Twenty percent of project funding is in place. Project 
completion is scheduled for early 2016. 

 

Before restoration. Above left: the Turn and Grind Shop stands to the left of the blast furnaces. 
Above right:  interior of the Turn and Grind Shop. In the restoration and adaption, the openness 
and industrial character of the structure remain intact. (Photos courtesy Artefact Inc.) 

 

Planned restoration. This rendering by the project architects (Artefact Inc.) shows the south 
facade of the Turn and Grind Shop after restoration and adaption for use as the Festival Center. 
(Drawing courtesy Artefact Inc.) 
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	Overview Date: 8 December, 2014
	At-a-Glance Name: SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus
	At-a-Glance Address: 
	At-a-Glance Question 1: The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus is a 9.5-acre arts and entertainment destination developed within a 126-acre brownfield (Bethlehem Works) that is part of the former 1,800-acre Bethlehem Steel Corporation plant in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.  The plant ceased operation in 1995. Soon after the plant closed, a diverse array of local business interests (including the Bethlehem Steel Corporation), government organizations, nonprofits, and community groups began a campaign to preserve the historic fabric of Bethlehem Works and to integrate that parcel into the fabric of the city by introducing public streets, housing, parks, entertainment venues, cultural institutions, retail, and office space. The city rezoned the 126 acres for mixed use; collaborated with the county and school board (the other two taxing entities that overlap the site) to create a tax incremental financing (TIF) mechanism whereby all sales and real estate tax generated on the site would be used to finance capital improvements on the site; and, with support from state and federal government, completed the brownfield’s environmental remediation.Before any restoration or new construction was undertaken, Bethlehem Steel filed for bankruptcy. The company’s far-flung assets, including the plant in Bethlehem, were sold in 2003 to an investment firm that had little interest in Bethlehem Works’ historical and architectural significant. In 2004, the National Trust for Historic Preservation designated Bethlehem’s former steel plant among the 11 most endangered historic places in America.Later in 2004, several businessmen who were sympathetic with the community’s vision for Bethlehem Works created a development entity and purchased the 126-acre parcel. The developers formed a plan with the city, several nonprofits, and the community-at-large to create an arts and entertainment district at the western end of Bethlehem Works. In 2006, the Pennsylvania Gaming Board awarded the Las Vegas Sands Corporation a license to operate a casino at the eastern end. The Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem opened in 2009. Taxes generated by the casino and administered by the Bethlehem Redevelopment Authority played a large role in financing the development of the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus.The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus sits at the base of five 20-story-tall blast furnaces (steel stacks). The campus comprises three new buildings (ArtsQuest Center, the PBS39 Building, and the Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks), two historic buildings (the Stock House that was restored and adapted for use as the Bethlehem Visitor Center, and the Turn and Grind Shop that will be restored and adapted for use as the Festival Center), and a variety of flexible, outdoor public spaces that are programmed throughout the year with cultural and entertainment events. The campus opened in July, 2011. One million visitors drawn from Bethlehem, the Lehigh Valley, and the Mid-Atlantic region annually participate in campus events. The success of the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus is stimulating the revitalization of the South Side neighborhood, which abuts Bethlehem Works. And, in conjunction with the Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem, the campus is helping attract private investors to the remaining abandoned structures and land within Bethlehem Works.
	At-a-Glance City/State/Zip: Bethlehem, PA  18015
	At-a-Glance Question 2: • The project stakeholders invigorated a city and region’s sagging economy by transforming an abandoned industrial site into a vibrant arts and entertainment destination. More than one million visitors annually attend events hosted on the campus, which creates jobs, benefits existing businesses near the campus, and stimulates the development of new businesses. • Architecturally, the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus is a uniquely powerful yet surprising inviting combination of new buildings, restored buildings, and industrial structures tied together with thoughtfully detailed and programmed outdoor spaces. The campus design preserves historic structures that are integral to the region’s cherished heritage while adding new places that make it a lively and relevant destination in the 21st century. • SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus demonstrates that tax revenues from casino gambling --when channeled through tax incremental financing (TIFs) mechanisms -- can spur enlightened community revitalization. Many Bethlehem residents opposed the introduction of gaming into their community; however, nearly all residents were keen to preserve the iconic blast furnaces and redevelop the Bethlehem Works parcel. Because the casino operators demonstrated that they were responsive to the community’s concerns and desires, casino construction was authorized. TIF revenues from gaming were essential to the financing of the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus, and with the construction and operation of the campus, the community’s vision for the redevelopment of the entire Bethlehem Works site is well underway. 
	Project Description Question 1: The goals and related values of the project are to:• Redevelop an abandoned industrial site at the heart of the City of Bethlehem and infuse it with community life. The SteelStacaks Arts and Cultural Campus is a $90-million investment that created a campus comprising three new buildings, two restored and adapted historic structures, and 8.3 acres of thoughtfully designed outdoor space. It attracts one million visitors annually.• Preserve the industrial heritage embodied within the site. The campus sits as the base of five 20-story-tall blast furnaces that are monuments to 20th century American smokestack industry. They form a dramatic architectural backdrop to the campus. Two historic buildings stand within the campus. The Stock House, one of five building constructed in 1863 to form the Bethlehem Iron Company, which eventually became the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, was restored and adapted and now serves as the Bethlehem Visitor Center. The century-old Turn and Grind Shop adjacent to the Bethlehem Visitor Center will be restored and adapted for use as the campus’ Festival Center. In addition, the Hoover-Mason Trestle, built in 1907 to carry ore and fuel to the blast furnaces from storage yards half a mile east of the furnaces is being restored and adapted as an elevated linear park that will tie together the Bethlehem Works site. The park will incorporate interpretive displays that describes the history of the site and surrounding neighborhoods.• Provide leverage to jump-start the redevelopment on adjacent sites. The community’s ambition is to revitalize the South Side neighborhood with its 3rd Street commercial corridor, and to connect the neighborhood to the redeveloped Bethlehem Works parcel to form an urban district that’s a dense mix of residential, retail, commercial, and institutional uses tied together with public open space and transportation amenities. The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus contributes to the livability of the South Side neighborhood and has served as a catalyst to attract new investment in South Side and Bethlehem Works.
	Project Description Question 2: The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus is a 9.5-acre parcel within a 126-acre plot (Bethlehem Works), which comprises much of the western end of a former Bethlehem Steel Corporation plant that spread across 1,800 acres along the south bank of the Lehigh River within the Bethlehem city limits (city population: 75,000).  The South Side neighborhood is immediately adjacent to Bethlehem Works. East 3rd Street runs along the edge of the former plant and serves as the neighborhood’s primary commercial corridor. Generations of steel plant workers shopped along East 3rd Street and lived in South Side houses that climbed a steep hillside leading to Lehigh University.During the plant’s operation, its streets and buildings were private, closed to the public, and surrounded by fences. The redevelopment on the Bethlehem Works site has extended Bethlehem’s public infrastructure of streets, utilities, and lighting into the site. The broad redevelopment plan is to merge South Side and Bethlehem Works into a single, large, livable neighborhood.The Bethlehem Redevelopment Authority has completed one greenway project and is constructing a second one to further fuse South Side with Bethlehem Works (both projects are financed with TIF funding). The completed greenway forms an interface at the boundary between South Side and Bethlehem Works. The greenway has landscaped walkways, bike paths, and a skateboard park. The greenway currently under construction is being built as an elevated linear park on the restored and adapted Hoover-Mason Trestle. The trestle runs along most of the northern edge of Bethlehem Works and connects the two completed projects that anchor the 126-acre redevelopment: SteelStacks Arts and cultural Campus and Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem.The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus attracts one million visitors a year – and attendance is on the rise. Campus patrons are members of the South Side neighborhood, the City of Bethlehem, the Lehigh Valley, and the Mid-Atlantic region. Visitors come to the campus for music and dance performances (the campus hosts over 500 per year), movies, sports events, educational programs, festivals, and special retail events including ArtsQuest’s annual Christkindlmarkt.
	Project Description Question 3: Although the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus is a discrete project, it is inextricably tied to the redevelopment of the entire Bethlehem Works site. The Bethlehem Steel Corp. was solvent and operating plants, mines, and marine facilities across the globe when it closed the Bethlehem plant in 1995. The corporate headquarters remained in Bethlehem. After closing the plant, the corporation established a nonprofit organization to develop a master plan for the redevelopment of the entire 1,800-acre plant site. The 1,600 acres to the east of Bethlehem Works was envisioned as an industrial park and intermodal transportation center: These 1,600 acres have largely been redeveloped according to the master plan.The master plan for the historically significant western end of the plant called for the preservation of historic structures and the redevelopment of the site for a mix of uses including museums, housing, and retail. Before any development was undertaken, the Bethlehem Steel Corp. filed for bankruptcy. The corporation's assets were liquidated in 2003. Prior to liquidation, city council rezoned the Bethlehem Works site to enable the mix of uses envisioned in the master plan, and worked with the county and the school board (the other taxing entities with site jurisdiction) to designate Bethlehem Works a tax incremental finance (TIF) district. Also before the liquidation, state and federal funds financed the environmental remediation of the site.The Bethlehem community was well aware of the mater plan’s vision for Bethlehem Works and ardently supported it. Fortunately, a small group of businessmen who embraced the master plan purchased the 126-acre Bethlehem Works site in 2004. When Pennsylvania enacted state-controlled casino gambling, Las Vegas Sands joined the development partnership. While the partnership spent the next two years meeting with the community to develop a plan for a casino resort, nonprofit organizations with a presence in Bethlehem – most notably ArtsQuest and the Lehigh Valley PBS affiliate, PBS39 – began discussions with the developers for an arts and entertainment district at the foot of the blast furnaces.The Sands was granted a casino license for its Bethlehem Works proposal. Once operating, the casino’s success generated TIF revenues that financed a large percent of the campus’ construction. With the Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem and the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus in place, private developers are beginning to redevelop other parts of Bethlehem Works. The master plan first developed in the 1990s is well on its way to redevelop other parts of Bethlehem Works. The master plan first developed in the 1990s is well on its way to realization. 
	Project Description Question 4: The private developers who purchased the 126-acre Bethlehem Works parcel donated land to ArtsQuest and PBS39 for the buildings those nonprofits constructed on the campus. The developers deed the Turn and Grind Shop to ArtsQuest for use as the Festival Center. All other land and structures on the 9.5-acre campus – including the historic Stock House – were transferred by the developers to the Bethlehem Redevelopment Authority (RDA).The RDA used TIF revenues to fund the development to streets, lighting, utility infrastructure, parking, plazas, parks, and several of the campus’ public art works. With TIF funding, the RDA also financed the restoration and adaptation of the Stock House; and the construction of the Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks and the Amphitheater Lawn.New Market Tax Credits (NMTC), a federal tax credit program available for projects in low income census tracts (the South Side neighborhood is a low income tract) were used by both ArtsQuest and PBS 39 to fund the construction of their buildings. The total NMTC allocation was $43 million netting about $8.5 million in capital funds to the two projects. Northampton County allocated a percentage of its hotel tax to ArtsOuest and PBS 39 in the amount of $1 million each. The Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development permitted ArtsQuest and PBS 39 to use the Neighborhood Partnership Program, a state tax credit program that offers businesses an 80 percent state tax credit for a minimum of six and a maximum of 1O years if they commit at least $50,000 per year to the program. A total of $4.5 million was raised through this program. Pennsylvania Revitalization Assistance Capital Funds, a state program designed to support capital projects in urban communities, provided a total of $12.5 million to ArtsQuest and PBS 39 for construction expenses. ArtsQuest and PBS 39 raised the reminder of the project cost through private corporations, foundations, individuals, and conventional commercial financing. Development costs: ArtsQuest Center: $26 million ($400 per square foot). PBS39 Building: $17 million ($580.44 per square foot). Bethlehem Visitor Center: $5.5 million ($356.56 per square foot). Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks: $2.3 million. Project funding totals $90 million to date. The Hoover-Mason Trestle is owned by the Bethlehem Works developers, but is being restored and adapted by the RDA with TIF funding ($15 million total project cost). When the trestle project is complete, its ownership will transfer to the RDA. To date, ArtsQuest has raised 20 percent of the $8.5 million in funding it needs to restore and adapt the Turn and Grind Shop.
	Project Description Question 5: Like many American cities, Bethlehem’s economic vitality from the mid- 19th through the mid-20th centuries depended on heavy industry located within its boundary.  As smokestack manufacturing ebbed in the late 20th century, jobs were lost, municipal revenues shrank, and real estate tracks that brimmed with commerce and life became empty, toxic, municipal liabilities. Repurposing these abandoned tracts for the 21st century has posed daunting challenges to cities. Unlike many cities that razed obsolete manufacturing plants, Bethlehem drew upon its well-established culture of public/private partnerships and its long-standing commitment to historic preservation to demonstrate that the cherished architecture of its industrial heritage could be saved and successfully redeveloped to create a uniquely American place for the 21st century.The SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus also provides a notable case study in the successful introduction of state-controlled gambling facilities within established communities. Cash-strapped states and municipalities increasingly embrace gaming as a much needed revenue source; yet casinos are widely regarded as undesirable neighbors. Pennsylvania initiated a program of state-licensed casinos in 2004 when Bethlehem was struggling to attract private development to the Bethlehem Works site. Bethlehem’s business leaders, government, nonprofit organizations, and civic groups worked with a sympathetic casino operator (the Las Vegas Sands Corporation) over a period of two years to develop a plan for a casino complex that satisfied the community’s complex concerns and desires. The casino, hotel, conference center, and retail facility the Sands built on the Bethlehem Works site seamlessly blends with its historic industrial setting. The casino attracts more than eight million visitors a year; the TIF revenues it generates financed most of the SteelStacks Arts and Cultural Campus project; and now, the combined presence of the casino and campus as anchors to the Bethlehem Works redevelopment are attracting private investors to other parts of the site with plans for housing, retail, labor-intensive light manufacturing, and hotels.


